
Regents Park Community College – Year 9 Media Progress Pathway Descriptors  

Low Attaining Year 9 student Middle Attaining Year 9 student High Attaining Year 9 student 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I can make infrequent and inaccurate use of media 
specific terminology,  

I have limited knowledge of different types of media 
texts 

I have limited knowledge of media contexts,        
discussed with limited relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make limited and basic responses 

I have no personal opinion used with no evidence 
used 

I make no mention of media theory, or it is          
inaccurate use  

Create media products: 

My products demonstrate little conscious choice of 
colour and font, there will be lots of dead space 

My products do not fit into basic codes and         
conventions of the medium 

My products do not demonstrate audience targeting 

My products conform to some stereotypes, not   
always appropriately  

 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I can make infrequent and sometimes inaccurate 
use of media specific terminology 

I have some knowledge of different types of    
media texts 

I have some knowledge of selected media      
contexts, discussed with some relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make vague, explanatory responses 

I have no personal opinion used with some evi-
dence used 

I make limited explanation of a media theory, not 
connected to a product  
 
Create media products: 

My products inconsistently demonstrate some 
conscious choices of media language 

My products fit into some but not all codes and 
conventions of the medium 

My products demonstrate limited understanding 
of audience targeting 

My products conform to some stereotypes,     
appropriately  

Demonstrate knowledge and                      
understanding:   

I can make some use of media specific         
terminology, sometimes accurately 

I have good knowledge of different types of  
media texts 

I have good knowledge of selected media   
contexts, discussed with developing clarity  

Analyse media products: 

I make detailed, explanatory response with  
moments of analysis 

I have a personal opinion sometimes used, and 
with some evidence used 

I make explanation of a media theory with 
some connection to a media product  

Create media products: 

My products demonstrate some conscious and 
thoughtful choices of media language 

My products loosely fit into the codes and   
conventions of the medium 

My products demonstrate some understanding 
of audience targeting 

My products conform to stereotypes  



Regents Park Community College – Year 10 Media Progress Pathway Descriptors  

Low Attaining Year 10 student Middle Attaining Year 10 student High Attaining Year 10 student 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I can make Infrequent use of media specific        
terminology and sometimes accurately 

I have limited knowledge of set products 

I have limited knowledge of media contexts,        
discussed with limited relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make limited, basic responses 

I have no personal opinion used but comment on 
some evidence 

I make no mention of media theory, or inaccurate in 
use  

Create media products: 

My products demonstrate little conscious choice of 
colour and font, there will be lots of dead space 

My products fit into some but not all basic codes 
and conventions of the medium 

My products do not demonstrate audience targeting 

My products conform to some stereotypes, not   
always appropriately  

 
 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I make some use of media specific terminology 

I have some knowledge of set products 

I have some knowledge of media contexts,      
discussed with some relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make explanatory responses 

I have limited personal opinion, with some       
evidence  

I make basic linking of theory to set product in a 
formulaic way  

Create media products: 

My products demonstrate some conscious   
choices of media language 

My products fit into most codes and conventions 
of the medium 

My products demonstrate basic understanding of 
audience targeting 

My products conform to stereotypes  

Demonstrate knowledge and                      
understanding: 

I make good use of media specific terminology 

I have good knowledge of set products 

I have good knowledge of media contexts,   
discussed with clarity    

Analyse media products: 

I make detailed, analytical responses 

I have a personal opinion sometimes used, and 
supported by evidence 

I make tentative use of media theory  
 
Create media products: 

My products demonstrate conscious and 
thoughtful choices of media language 

My products fit into the codes and conventions 
of the medium 

My products demonstrate some understanding 
of audience targeting 

My products subvert some stereotypes, while 
conforming to others  



Regents Park Community College – Year 11 Media Progress Pathway Descriptors  

Low Attaining Year 11 student Middle Attaining Year 11 student High Attaining Year 11 student 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I can make infrequent use of media specific        
terminology, sometimes accurately 

I have limited knowledge of set products  

I have limited knowledge of media contexts,        
discussed with limited relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make limited, basic responses 

I make little, if any, personal opinion, rarely        
supported by evidence 

I make limited use of media theory, connected to a 
product  
 
Create media products: 

My products might demonstrate some conscious 
choice of colour and font, there may be some     
evidence of positioning for effect 

My products partially fit into the codes and         
conventions of the medium, however there will be 
missing conventions 

My products demonstrate limited understanding of 
audience targeting 

My products conform to some stereotypes  

 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding:   

I can make frequent and sometimes accurate use 
of media specific terminology 

I have detailed knowledge of set products 

I have detailed knowledge of media contexts,  
discussed with some relevance  

Analyse media products: 

I make detailed, analytical responses 

I have a personal opinion, sometimes supported 
by evidence 

I make some use of media theory to explain basic 
meaning in a product  
 
Create media products: 

My products demonstrate good choices of media 
language that go together well 

My products fit into the codes and conventions of 
the medium 

My products demonstrate good understanding of 
audience targeting 

My products conform to stereotypes  

Demonstrate knowledge and                      
understanding:   

I can make frequent and accurate use of media 
specific terminology 

I have extensive knowledge of set products 

I have extensive knowledge of media contexts, 
discussed with clarity  

Analyse media products: 

I make considered and developed critical     
response 

I have a personal opinion that is supported by 
evidence 

I make confident use of media theory frequently 
and effectively to explain meaning in a product  
 
Create media products: 

My products demonstrate flair and creativity 

My products fit perfectly into the codes and 
conventions of the medium 

My products demonstrate excellent               
understanding of audience targeting 

My products subvert some stereotypes, while 
conforming to some  


